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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Case Number: 019253 

Date of Incident: 2/16/2024 

Date Received by PRLU: 2/19/2024 

 

 

Facility Name: Perimeter Behavioral of Forrest City 

Facility Number: 142 

Incident Type: Dual 

Report Description: Resident,  DOBB  , alleged to Nurses that a staff 
had pushed and pinched him the gym. Nurses assessment did find one bruise appearing fresh and 
purple and two other bruises appearing old and brown all in the same right upper bicep area. 
Nursing called allegations into AR Child Abuse Hotline and it was accepted. Upon review by Safety 
team, no findings of abuse were cited. Resident attempted to elope from gym bathroom and 
Resident intervened. Statement gathered from staff around incident. No further injuries noted and 
Resident denies pain. 

Interim Action Narrative:  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Maltreatment Narrative: Av is . PRFC is the staff of Perimeter Behavior 
Health Care. AO is an employee of Perimeter, .  is in DHS custody.  
stated that  had pushed and pinched him in the gym bathroom for peeing on the floor and 
breaking the toilet seat. He said it happened around noon but didn?t report it until 16:35pm. He has 
1 purple and 2 brown bruises to his upper right arm. was gone for the day when he reported 
it. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Licensing Narrative: On 02.20.24 LS requested as follows additional information from Immanuel 
Morris, Director of Quality and Risk Management: Please advise as to what the hotline 
reference/case number is for this accepted report. 03.15.24 Investigator Lorra Wicker completed 
investigation as not founded. 03.18.24 LS White reviewed camera footage from 02.16.24 which 
showed youth resident in the gym with peers. grabbed the staff clipboard which was then 
recovered by staff then while standing in line to exit the gym pulled down his pants and staff 

 redirecting him to pull his pants back up. Footage did not show  
pushing or pinching  No violations to be cited. No concerns. 
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